
MAIN AUTOMATION CONTRACTOR
( MAC ) SOLUTIONS

Helping the process industries to reduce risks and project delays
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Wider scope than conventional vendors 

Front-End Engineering & Design (FEED) 

Focus is on working proactively with clients
and PMCs to deliver the complete solution.

The MAC works closely with the client & its
EPCs to develop the overall project concept &
system specifications/ requirements

Main Automation Contractor (MAC)

MAC scope of supply 

A Main Automation Contractor (MAC) provides project
management , the supply of expertise, products, systems
and services. It also provides interface management of the
engineering suppliers to ensure common supply and takes
responsibility for the data transfer between parties.
Initial concept design and Front-End Engineering & Design 
(FEED) studies can be undertaken to rationalize process 
requirements Leading to practical, optimal solutions.

SUBTEK has considerable experience in the MAC role for
projects and can take total responsibility for themanagement
 of the automation/instrumentation, selection,manufacture, 
installation, commissioning and after-sales support. 
A project sponsor will form a direct point of contact with 
SUBTEK’s Executive Management. 
He will work within a steering committee consisting of 
senior members of the clients project team. By assigning
SUBTEK as the MAC early in a project, SUBTEK will gather
engineering requirements, optimize the scope definition and 
therefore reduce both CAPEX and OPEX Costs. 
This also reduces the project schedule,engineering required 
and change requests.

Where there are multiple contractors (EPCs) supplying the
different process units, SUBTEK will perform the Interface
management function to ensure a consistent,compatible
solution. This eliminates the need for the Client or Project 
Management Contractor (PMC) to co- ordinate and pass
information between many different parties.



Co-ordination and interface be tween major EPCs

Product solution using MAC and third party suppliers

Final commissioning and start-up assistance 

Reduced risks 

This ensures that the concepts and requirements developed
during the FEED phase are implemented effectively and the
design standardization is achieved across the facilities. 

The MAC takes integration responsibility for these products
with the process and packaged plant equipment provided by
The EPC(s). The MAC assists or undertakes the Installation of
the completed system(s) under the direction of the EPC(s).

Final commissioning and start-up assistance is achieved by 
working under the direction of the EPC(s) at the construction 
site(s).Thus the integrated automation system Is co-ordinated
across the multiple process units.

Risks are reduced by aligning the different engineering teams
involved and the products supplied to minimize surprises at all
stages of the project. 
As all of the equipment is known to work together,risk  is reduced
during the project implementation and on site.
SUBTEK’s device integration testing reduces reliance on individual
suppliers’ statements on compliance to standards.

Interfacing with clients & EPCs 

Client

SUBTEK
intrnational

SUBTEK MAC
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SUBTEK MAC
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SUBTEK MAC
suppliers

Internal & External Interface Managment

PMC Process Package
vendorsEPS(s)

Typically, these projects involve multiple EPCs and process 
package vendors. Therefore, in addition to the normal project 
issues, they require the co-ordination of the EPCs to achieve a 
common,compatible design for the overall system that meets 
the requirements of the process plant application.

In order to manage and control these multiple requirements,
common functional design specifications (cFDS) for each system  
(distributed control system (DCS), safety instrumented system  
(SIS),power management system (PMS),telecoms system etc.)   
will be developed and agreed as appropriate with the client’s
management team at an early stage in the project.

This cFDS defines the design requirements of the systems and 
details aspects of the designs that must be common  for each
project section. SUBTEK will then take these cFDS and develop 
compliant  specific system design specification for each EPC. 
This ensures that commonality exists across the design and that 
the final project integrates seamlessly. As part of the cFDS
preparation, SUBTEK will identify the use of Its system libraries 
and standard designs/solutions for the particular industry or
application, so reducing risk and cost.



Contact Us  
No.11 ,06th,Koohestan St,

Pasdaran Ave, 
Farmanieh, Tehran,Iran

Tel:   +98 (21) 26140734
Fax:  +98 (21) 26140772

www.SubTek.ir
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Project director or manager: Where multiple EPCs are involved on 
large projects, SUBTEK will normally appoint a project director to co-
ordinate the total project management scope. 
A project manager will be appointed for each EPC or group of EPCs.

The project director/manager is responsible for the timely delivery of
the project to the agreed schedule and ensures that the client /PMC
are fully informed of any material issues that may arise. 
This manager will appoint a specific member of the project team to
implement and manage the interface process.
The project manager will support and assist the interface manager in
ensuring that the interface process is Implemented effectively.

Interface manager: Normally reports to the project director and has
the responsibility to fully implement a well defined and documented 
interface management process. 
He will develop and issue a project interface plan for the client which
will include SUBTEK/EPC / client co-ordination procedures and 
document all key interface contacts. His primary role will be to ensure
that all of the required data transfer between all parties is carefully
managed and controlled.
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Engineered data 
SUBTEK has developed a bidirectional interface package to transfer
engineering information direct from the EPC into the control system 
database. This also allows changes made in the system database to be 
transferred electronically back to the EPC’s database. Similarly, by the
use of secure web access, other project information such as the schedule
can be shared between parties.

To enable smooth interfaces across the entire project,The SUBTEK 
management team will include:

One Step Ahead


